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	Name: Sgt. Keith Armstrong
	Player: 
	Att_Awareness: 3
	Att_Coordination: 4
	Att_Ingenuity: 3
	Att_Presence: 3
	Att_Resolve: 3
	Att_Strength: 4
	Skill_Athletics: 2
	Skill_Convince: 0
	Skill_Craft: 0
	Skill_Fighting: 4
	Skill_Knowledge: 1
	Skill_Marksman: 4
	Skill_Medicine: 0
	Skill_Science: 0
	Skill_Subterfuge: 1
	Skill_Survival: 2
	Skill_Technology: 1
	Skill_Transport: 3
	Appearance: Fair haired and a bit stocky, Sgt. Armstrong looks like a soldier complete with his regulation haircut in the midst of the 1960s. 
	PersonalGoal: Get back to UNIT and protect the Earth from all these threats he sees
	Personality: A bit stiff and certainly by the book, he has an unmistakable military bearing.  He tends to see solutions in a straight forward, nonsense manner getting annoyed with some of the more subtle distinctions people will make.  Loyal, almost to a fault, he can be fooled by a pretty face or voice of authority. 
	Background: A freshly recruited UNIT soldier from between the Cybermen's appearance and the Third Doctor's arrival, Sgt. Armstrong was destined to a level of UNIT mediocrity until he stumbled into a TARDIS and realized he could bring back information UNIT desperately needed to safeguard the Earth.  He is often at odds with the other companions, but still fiercely protective. 
	Traits: 5 Rounds, RapidBraveRank - Sgt. in UNITFriends - UNITCutting Edge Tech.Quick ReflexesBy the BookObligation - UnitUnlucky
	Equipment: 
	StoryPoints: 12
	HomeTechLevel: 5
	Notes: Marksman Area of Expertise - Rifles
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